In this paper we show that for a nucleon at rest if the quarks and/or antiquarks are in motion inside the nucleon producing chromo-magnetic field then the mass sum rule in QCD is violated when the confinement potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster). Hence we find that the mass of the nucleon at rest is not equal to the mass-energy of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the nucleon if there exists chromo-magnetic field inside the nucleon and the confinement potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster).
INTRODUCTION
In the renormalized QCD [1] the asymptotic freedom [2] occurs at short distance where perturbative QCD (pQCD) is applicable. However, this does not help to answer the question how the nucleon is made up from quarks/antiquarks and gluons because the formation of nucleon from quarks/antiquarks and gluons is a long distance phenomena where the renormalized pQCD is not applicable. The long distance physics in the renormalzied QCD can be described by non-perturbative QCD but the analytical study of the non-perturbative QCD is not known yet.
In addition to this we have not experimentally observed isolated quarks/antiquarks as quarks/antiquarks are confined inside the hadron. Hence although the nucleon is a physical observable in QCD but the quarks/antiquarks and gluons are not physical observable. Because of this we do not know the value of the mass of the quark although we know the value of the mass of the nucleon. The mass of the real gluon is zero and the gluon carries energy.
According to nucleon mass sum rule in QCD the mass of the nucleon N at rest is the sum of the mass-energy of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the nucleon. The nucleon mass sum rule in QCD is mathematically expressed as [3, 4] 
where m N is the mass of the nucleon at rest, theT 00 (x) is the 00 component of the gauge invariant energy-momentum tensor operatorT νλ (x) of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the nucleon in QCD and the expectation value of an operatorÔ is defined by
where |N > is the (physical) state of the nucleon N at rest. Note that the expectation (2) is in the full QCD which means the < O > is a non-perturbative quantity in the renormalized QCD which can not be studied by using perturbative QCD (pQCD) since the nucleon is at rest.
The eq. (1) can be written as
whereÊ q ,Êq,Ê g are the gauge invariant energy operators of the quark, antiquark, gluon [see eqs. (12) (13) ] and the q , q , g represent sum over all the quarks, antiquarks, gluons inside the nucleon.
The nucleon mass sum rule in eq. (1) is based on the assumption that < d 3 rT 00 (t, r) > is a conserved quantity in QCD. It is claimed in [3] that d 3 rT 0µ (t, r) is a conserved charge.
However, as we will show in this paper, this is not true in QCD. This is because although the gauge invariant energy-momentum tensor T νλ (x) in the classical Yang-Mills theory satisfies the continuity equation
but if the boundary surface term does not vanish in the classical Yang-Mills theory then
is not a conserved quantity. Note that we have used hat on the operator in quantum theory.
In this paper we find that for a nucleon at rest if the quarks and/or antiquarks inside the nucleon are in motion producing non-vanishing chromo-magnetic field then < d 3 rT 00 (t, r) > is not a conserved quantity in QCD if the confinement potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster).
We find in this paper that for a nucleon at rest if the quarks and/or antiquarks are in motion inside the nucleon producing chromo-magnetic field and if the confinement potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster) then
which does not agree with eq. (3) Hence from eq. (5) we find that for a nucleon at rest if a non-vanishing chromo-magnetic field is produced by the motion of quarks and/or antiquarks inside the nucleon and if the confinement potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster) then the mass of the nucleon at rest is not equal to the mass-energy of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the nucleon as the missing mass-energy is carried by the energy flux.
We will provide a proof of eq. (5) in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss the energy conservation and the vanishing energy flux in the Dirac-Maxwell theory. In section III we discuss the QCD at infinite distance and the classical Yang-Mills theory. In section IV we prove eq. (5). Section V contains conclusions.
II. VANISHING ENERGY FLUX IN DIRAC-MAXWELL THEORY AND THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY
From the gauge invariant Noether's theorem in Dirac-Maxwell theory we find [5] 
where E is the electric field, ψ is the Dirac field of the electron, B is the magnetic field, A ν is the electromagnetic potential and
is the gauge invariant energy of the electromagnetic field and
is the gauge invariant energy of the electron.
Since the electromagnetic potential A ν (t, r) falls off as 1 r
in Dirac-Maxwell theory we find the vanishing energy flux
From eqs. (9) in (6) we find
which means the energy of the electron plus the energy of the electromagnetic field is conserved if the volume is infinite.
III. QCD AT INFINITE DISTANCE AND CLASSICAL YANG-MILLS THEORY
Note that if the boundary surface is at finite distance then the boundary surface term is non-zero in classical Maxwell theory and in QED. Similarly if the boundary surface is at finite distance then the boundary surface term is non-zero in classical Yang-Mills theory and in QCD. In section II we saw that if the boundary surface is at infinite distance then the boundary surface term is zero in Dirac-Maxwell theory. Hence we need to find out whether the boundary surface term is zero or non-zero in QCD when the boundary surface is at infinite distance.
As far as the boundary surface term at infinity is concerned the QED predicts that the QED potential is the Coulomb potential which agrees with the Coulomb form of the potential predicted by the classical Maxwell theory [6] . Hence a vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in classical Maxwell theory means a corresponding vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in QED. As shown in section III of [6] , since the Yang-Mills theory was discovered by making analogy with the Maxwell theory by extending U(1) gauge group to SU(3) gauge group [7] [8] [9] , one finds that as far as the boundary surface term at infinity is concerned the QCD predicts the same form of the potential that is predicted by the classical Yang-Mills theory. Hence, since the Yang-Mills theory was discovered by making analogy with the Maxwell theory by extending U(1) gauge group to SU(3) gauge group [7] [8] [9] , one finds that a non-vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in classical Yang-Mills theory means a corresponding non-vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in QCD, see section III of [6] for details. 
IV. NUCLEON MASS SUM RULE VIOLATION IN QCD AND CONFINEMENT

Consider a system in the classical
where E b is the chromo-electric field, ψ j is the Dirac field of the quark, B b is the chromomagnetic field,q represents antiquark, q represents sum over all the quarks in the system, (antiquarks) term is the corresponding boundary surface term for the antiquarks and
is the gauge invariant energy of the Yang-Mills field (color field) and
is the gauge invariant energy of the quark.
Note that since we have not experimentally observed isolated quarks and/or antiquarks we know that quarks and/or antiquarks are confined inside the hadrons. For confinement to happen one finds that the chromo-electric field (chromo-magnetic field) can not fall faster than 1 r 3 2 [6] . If the potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster) then we find that the chromo-electric field can not fall faster than 1 r [6] . The quark in motion produces chromo-magnetic field [8] . If the quarks and/or antiquarks are in motion inside the nucleon producing chromo-magnetic field and if the chromo-electric field and the chromomagnetic field do not fall faster than 1 r then we find the non-vanishing boundary surface term
Note that color potential also plays an important role in QGP study at high energy heavy-ion colliders [11] [12] [13] [14] .
From eqs. (14) and (11) we find
where the gauge invariant energy flux m flux in the Yang-Mills theory is given by
where dt integration is indefinite integration.
Extending eq. (15) to QCD to study the mass m N of the nucleon N at rest we find
where < ... > is defined in eq. (2), the hat means corresponding operators by replacing ψ,ψ, A →ψ,ψ,Q where Q b ν is the gluon field and the q,q,g means sum over all the quarks, antiquarks, gluons inside the nucleon. Note that each term in the left hand side of eq. (17) is renormalized in the renormalized QCD. Similarly the fieldsψ,ψ,Q are renormalized fields in the renormalized QCD. We have usedQ instead ofÂ for the gluon field as we use the notation A for the background field and Q for the gluon field in the background field method of QCD to prove factorization and renormalization in QCD at high energy colliders at all orders in coupling constant [15] .
As mentioned in section III if the boundary surface is at finite distance then the boundary surface term is non-zero in classical Yang-Mills theory and in QCD. We saw in section III that a non-vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in the classical Yang-Mills theory means a corresponding non-vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in QCD. Since the non-vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in the classical Yang-Mills theory gives non-vanishing energy flux m flux in eq. (16) we find that the corresponding non-vanishing boundary surface term at infinity in QCD gives the corresponding non-vanishing energy flux
From eqs. (18) and (17) we find that q <Ê q > + q <Êq > + g <Ê g > + <m flux > is the conserved quantity which means the mass m N of the nucleon N at rest is given by
which reproduces eq. (5).
Hence we find that for a nucleon at rest if the quarks and/or antiquarks inside the nucleon are in motion producing non-vanishing chromo-magnetic field then the mass sum rule in QCD is violated if the confinement potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown that for a nucleon at rest if the quarks and/or antiquarks are in motion inside the nucleon producing chromo-magnetic field then the mass sum rule in QCD is violated when the confinement potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster). Hence we have found that the mass of the nucleon at rest is not equal to the mass-energy of all the quarks plus antiquarks plus gluons inside the nucleon if there exists chromo-magnetic field inside the nucleon and the confinement potential energy at large distance r rises linearly with r (or faster).
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